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DESIGN= AND--CONSTRUCTION OF A HIGH-SPEED MAGNETIC TAPE DUPLICATOR-

RiChard K. HoSkin

The Southwest Regional Laboratory decisiori to use short audio tapes

to assist in the training of teachers and supervisors required that

multiple copies of a particular irfitructional audio tape be available.

The number of tapes needed was sufficient -to- necessitate a rapid dupti-

c'ation of the master tape, but it was not enough- to warrant contracting

the job to a professional high-speed dupliCating operation. To provide

the Laboratory with -the needed facility and at the same time -to investi-

gate the tape-duplicating field, a compact magnetic tape-duplicating unit

of simple construction Was designed and

TAPE-DUPLICATING METHODS

-Design of a- tape duplicator _eMploying -_one of several. -du-plitating-

,methodS was _possible-.

1. Master arid multiple slaves running at normal speed- with

corroilon>start,rstop- control.

1
2. Master and multiple sliaves -running at faster =than norMal

speeds with= common control.

3. Direct master-to-copy magnetic transfer recording:using a

high coerciVity Master ands an envirOnmental flux to ease

-the transfer.

A-comm_ on_mandrei duplicator in which- a Single driVe =motor

turns a common- capstan shaft at-high speed and- moves both

Ithe -master and c-opy -tapes simultaneously.-

Method =1 -i-s -easy stO--set -up- provided :enough-recorders -are avail=able=.

The overal=l -produttion -1siow and the-results- are =only as good- aS -the-

-quality- of -the -recorders used:.- If ;the -slave-recorders ruh-off-_-__Speed-

or have--noisy--bias -oscillators_,_ the _duplicates_ will _be--of Varying-

quatity,,. The large- number of components, especially :gain- controls,-

reduces -the-epredittability _of consistent- output.

Method=_ 2 _is- a= laSter duplicating-=Me_thod,_-=but -req-uires=ihigher qUatity

recorders- ifth-e results,. are to be adeqUate-. Since all-of the audio
frequencies -wlI1 -b-e-.multiplie& =by the--speed=up- ratio, each-amplifier

Must be _equalized= for -the -higher TrequencY-band-.. --Ordinary recorders

are -ndt designed- to= s-atisfy_ these requirements -. A speed--up- -ratio -of

2 to 1 =is the-_usual =maximurn- If =reasonable- -fide-Iity is- to -be- attained

Speed and -bias-noise- tonsideration-S- are -the same a-s- -for =Methodfl.
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Method 3 is attractive because less equipment is involved than in
Methods 1 and 2, but it nevertheless has major drawbacks. The maximum
level that can be transferred is limited by the coercivity of the mas-
ter tape. Good frequency response requires intimate contact between the
master tape and the print stock. Low overall production can be increased
with use of multiple masters but with loss of the minimum-equipment
advantage.

Method 4 has a common drive capstan that tends to cancel out speed
variations due to power train aberrations or line voltage changes. Since
variations in speed are common to both master and copy, they do not affect
the quality of the recording. The number of required electronic compo-
nents is minimal since the onL amplifier serves a both-playback amplifier
and record head driver:DtUe cL.3h-igh-spee -up ratios, the pass =band of
the combined amplifier is designed specifically to provide proper equal-
ization at the multiplied signal frequencies. Because of these several
positive features, Method 4 was chosen- for the design task.

DESIGN= -FEAT_URES-

Speed= up-_retsio. _A SPeed-,,up, o of -8i-to- I -was- a= reaSonable
promise between-tape 'h-and-ling- and-__p ductirity. The= -release speed of
=the _copies- -was specified= -to_ =be 3/4 inenes-per second,._ The-I-duplicator
tape speed-was -therefore 30 x 3 374 1-.p_.-s. =

Duplicator productiv- i=ty_. =With- a duptica t ing- -speed_ ,c)f.' 30= s _
the _running- =t=ime for a: 10minute =release -tape -will be I.-25-_mintites.
-Loading time will be = proportional= to- -the number of copies_-being_ made
at =one- pa-ssi. Increasing,,the -number rof -cop_ies_ =to -be -Made- at a= -time
will not increase- -the ;prod-uctivity in a linear fashion-. =Duplicating-
:time :per -copy is de termine0 as

K NTiTc =

where

K = -running time -of duplicator

= time per channel

N-= number of- -channels in-Use

Tc = time per copy

It was determined= that an increase past =10 =channel=s will not sig-
nificantly increase _productivity. Ten was therefore chosen as the
optimal number of copies to be produced at one time.
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Take-up tension control. An innovative friction drive offering
many potential benefits and possibly some pioneering problems was used
,to provide take-up torque for reels that wind up tape coming from the

capstan.

The method was made up of a shaft with 10 rubber tires which fit
nicely between- the reel flanges and was driven by a common slip clutch
and pulley arrangement working off the main drive telt. Restraint was
installed for the reels to keep them in position during recording. This

was insured by a common roller and a flip down pressure sys.tem.

The choice of reel size for this particular duplicator was established
by the amount of tape required for 10 minutes at 3 3/4 .i.p.s. Although
3- inch -reels could have accomodated enough tape, the small- diameter -reels
would have caused problems on some school recorders. Therefore, even
though they were more expensive, it was decided to standardize on 4-inch
reels.

Maxithum speed- at which the take -up- -ree=l must -turn for a 4=inch

-reel is calculated as

=C = 3-A416 -x 5- inches ,

T 30 x = 1800=

T 1800., 350= r. °p =. -m--.:mairn-reei speed--

where

C -circumference =Of ',the take-up. reel =hub-

,T = -tape- length to =be -coiled= in= one -minute-

With a- 4 -inch- diameter reel= and a diameter rubber d'rive

Tire, drive- wheel -speed= is_

-x 350: = 930 -r.-
1.5-

Since =the motor is -to- run _at =1800- and will =have a--pul=ley
diameter of 1A- -inches, the-reel driVe pulley diameter- =wall -be-

1800- x- 1.5- =. -inches
930=

The_ capstan drive system. A capstan drive system must have a=- high

degree of precision if recordings are- to be of acceptable fidelity.
The capstan shaft must be ground to virtually perfect trueness and
it must have enough rigidity to resist deflection. The manufacture of
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such a shaft requires the ultimate in machine shop technique. A ready
made unit satisfying the stringent requirements was found in a Dan ley
precision die guide post. A post with a diameter of 1.25Ainches and
an overall length of 10 inches was bought off-the-shelf.

Bearing requirements for a capstan are not easily- satisfied with
ball or roller bearings due to eccentricity-. Sheet teflon was there-

fore used as, bearing material, supported with adjustable aluminum
housings. The adjustable housings can be set for ininilnum clearande
consistent with acceptable friction. Provisvion is made for lubricating

with a good quality of engine oil. Thickness of the teflon bearing

material -is .010 inches.

Capstan r .p. tape length moved -per minute 30 x 60 - 460
capstan oircumference 1.25 x 3.1416

Capstan dr-ive wheel -diameter is -found from

diameter 1800-, (Motor_speed-)-_ diameter)- -inches
460: (taP-Stan, speed)

_A crowned= -cast steel -_wh-eel: was rotate& =that -had: an -outer _turned_

diatheter of 6 inches an&_an= inner bore that Cout&be -Machined-ta-shrink-
fit over -the -capstan_ shaft ,_ Due to-the- relatively low--capStan==Spee&
-it -was -not considered mandatory-to =balance. -the flywheel =pulley.

The- driv_e- belt fOr thi-s design had to-meet several ,critical

demands-

1:i_ It =had= to--be =of seamless construction,

2. -It -had to=-be -very- freXible-.

3. The running -surface had to=-deverop= reliable ft-tot-ion-.

-4. Oscillating tendency -had to- -be Mini-ma-L.

All of these specifications were met by using a rubber-covered
fabric high-speed grinder belt, procured from a local bearing supply
house.

Adequate -b-elt -wrap,aroun&-was enSure& by _mounting a -ball Leering

=idler _pulley -between, the take-up pulley_ and the capstan -flywheel.

Adjustment -of =belt =tension-was achieved by moving the _motor within

i-t-s -slotted -Mounting, _pads.

-Motor_ selection-. The- choice -Of suitable -motors -for .this application-

-was somewhat limited due to _the =uniqueness_ of -the- _task; With- 10-pressure

rollers and 10- take=_.up :reel slippageS_ itO -be -powered-, the-torque -require=

Ments -dictated= a Substantial _power source. -Motors -designed- for tape-
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recorder use are mostly under one-tenth horsepower and obviously are
not adequate. Search through a Bodine Electric catalogue revealed a
stock design that had all of -these necessary features:

1. Synchronous .operation- at 1800

2. Capacitor -start/capacitor-run using an extra winding for

getting a stationary mass moving.

3. Quiet operation.

4. Ball bearings for resisting °the side thrust of a belt drive.

5. Convenient mounting base allowing adjustment of belt tension.

6. One-fourth horsepower continuous rating.

Pressure roller system. Correct pressure, of each of the tapes to

the drive capstan dictated ethat a separat roller be used for each of

the 11 tapes. Since it was not predictably possible to make 11 rubber
wheels of exactly the same size, each of the rollers was mounted on its

own spring-loaded arm. The 11 arms hinged around a common shaft made
of drill rod and were pressured into position by a common lever system.

Stock -rubber rollers -of 1=inch==dianieter were located -at a- local=

'parts house -. , These- came- equipped with- a sintered- bronze bearing- made--be

fit over a- .2.50 =-inch diameter -steel shaft._ The possibility of -making-

the-assembly of .-2507inch diameter shafts to-the :pressure arms true
enough- to-- eliminate skew- did not seem Very -certain,. To- =make sure that

the Shafts_ would -be true,. the bronze -bUshings were- pressed= -out and

=turned:_ That allowed =for a .011-inch=-cIearance for a- Sheet te-flon
bearing-. :With the stationary buShings being -of a- larger di-ameter and

laced=off in-the lathe,_ -the result was that no _alignment of the -pres-_

sure rollers was require-d-.

_Tape_ guiding. -Accurate-ipoSitioning -of -the et-aPe -flow-;past the

heads was assured-with two -adjustable guides- -for- each-head. These
chroMe-iplated guides thread-onto- twO -transverse -threaded- rods. One

rod:precedes-each -head:and-one- follows_. A spring- loaded=,- lett-

-coVered_ finger presses each-it-ape :into- its --first guide to ensure

=contact =of the =tape to th-e record -gap. The preSsure lingers are
mounted to -the _pressure roller arm= assembly and: are pulled- out -of

the -way during- loading -op_eration-s.

-11ead alignment._ I-C was essential -that each -of =the- record- -head=

-gaps be -exactly perpendicular to the tape :path in order chat the

zrelease copies exhibIt -Prop-er high= frequency response_._

-An aziMuth_ alignment -tape was made on- an Ampex_ studio- madhine

-knoWn to- be- in= good alignment-. -Since the -recording gap- was much

wider than- a playback gap-, it Was -not ,p-ossibte- -CO--use a -test. frequency
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as high as would normally be the case.
tape was recorded. at 10 kilocycles at a
tape passed over the head at 30 i.p.s.,
enough to give a sharp azimuth setting,
in turn into an amplifier and then into
merit. tape passing over the head, it was

In this instance the azimuth
speed of. 15 i.p.s. When this
the resultant 20 KHZ was -high
Each of the heads was connected

an oscilloscope. With the align=
adjusted for maximum output.

Recording bias. Radio frequency bias current is a basic requirement
for analog recording on magnetic -tape. In a high-speed tape duplicator
using a signal pass.-- band of over 100 KHZ, the bias frequency must be
around 500 KHZ =to eliminate the possibility of beat phenomena. The wave
form must be devoid of harmonics. Enough power must be delieloped to
provide bias current for the 10 record heads. A circuit and components
developed =by Nortronics Company- was used to build the oscillator. Two
TO - -5 case-size transistors with added heat sinks -were- connected in a
balanced Coipitts arrangement-. The resistor in the collector winding
aided- in maintaining balance.,

CapacktorS and= variable resisters-were -used-==zto-vary =the -bias current
for -optimum-output. -An -additional -playback =head-, that could be -posltione&
after =the _record head -= permitted a- ready-setting-of =the-bias.,

Amplifier. The amp-lifter used= in= -this a-pp_tidation='had-)to-perfor-M=

the following funotionS:

Increase =the output voltage -of the playback lread.to- the leVet
required for driving the =record =heads.

2.- Correct the =frequency response of :the playback hea& output to=
-remove the velocity -effect and-to reinsert the _p /open pre-
=emphasis equalization needed= in recording.

3. Accormnodatethe increased pass 'band due to =the -8 to 1 speed-
up ratio.

4. Give a firm source for the recording driver circuits.

Based- On .faverable experiences- with- the -basit two--!stage-transistor

'ampli-f=ier nsing overall- -A-.C. leedback,_ =it was decided= to use
two -el these -units in cascade. By starting -with m-axinium,_gain= amplifiers

and: adjusting= gain=with- feedbatk,= a= substantial amount =of ,pre-liminary
data- collection- and- theoretical calculations -was--eliminated-._

In line with:. usual _practice, feedback- earounthe -first =two sta4es
atailored to give an inverse gain versus- frequency characteristic west

used. This Method ensure&-that -the _playback head would not be loaded-.
excessively at the higher frequenties, since input impedance Increacpd
with =feedback. Recording _pre-emphasis was added by a-- passive R-C coupling
network to-the following two!..stage amplifier. The output amplifier had
non-frequency selective feedback for overall gain control=- and source
impedance reduction.
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A tuned filter was inserted between the ampliffer and the recording
bus to keep bias frequency signal out of the feedback circuit. Because

the recording head was highly inductive,, a means had to be found to keep
a constant current versus frequency characteristic in the recording cir-

cuits. In this case a fixed resistor was provided for each of, the 10

recording heads. Bias was inserted into each recording circuit via a
variable resistor and a 100 picofarad capacitor. RecOrd level moni-

toring was provided by a standard volume unit meter with its own bias
rejection filter and sensitivity control. Mechanical construction of
the amplifier was greatly simplified by using a method developed by
the author for this purpose. All components, including transistors,
were fastened to an aluminum panel using liquid neoprene.- This method

was very fast and eliminated. vibration problems. All leads were

on -the same side of the panel as the components, thus simplifying ser-
vicing and also reducing the effects of. stray capacity- Rethoval of any

Component for modification or repair was Made by loosening the adhesive

with benzine.

Control system. Twenty-four-volt D.C. relays were used to control
the drive motor and the two shaded pole motors that handle the master

tape.

=When the. start =button is pre-sseclmoment-arily, -R-1.4"4 pulls in and=
/ --

latches thru- a= tholding =contact. Simultaneously,_ is ,pullecl

through,a= silt-Cori-diode- froM- the coil= of =RL-I._ These 676 relays_ apply

-power -to the -drive motor and' the-master take -up- motor- StOp relay =RL7.3-

-is :Photo-electrically controlled through, a- tape- opacity -sensor Mounted-

inside-the -r-ight _handi-MaSter tape =guide -

The -tape -leader -and- tail fastened= tOthe Master allow-More Light

t o-pass than doeS the magnetic tape._ =While the magnetic tape is =p4ssifig_\.

through= -the tape guide there is. insufficient Light input into- photo-
transistor Ql to, drive -power -ttansistbr zQ2= -into =the -tofiductiVe state

-needed- =to--operate-'11L-3._ -NorMally closed_ ' contacts on rRL-3i

to remain-pulled: in and the -drive Motor =to run-.=

As soon as the tape tail appears over =the tape guide, RL-3 is
pulled in and the machine coasts to a stop. During stop, thel master

take-up and the rewind motors are in series across the A. C_. line for

dynamic braking purposes. Rewind relay RL-4 is engaged by the momen-
tary switch mounted on the meter case and latches through a set of

holding contacts. Rewinding continues until the leader passes the
photo= sensor and= actuates the stop relay.

Current into the sensor exciter lamp is limited by -resistors to
reduce the possibility of burnout.

conventional =wave power supply furnishes _ail D.C. _power

required= by -the-machine:,
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Mechanical construction. Aluminum extrusions and plate were used
to fabricate the recorder parts. The main support member is a 6061-t6 ,

channel section 8 inohes wide and 2 inches high with a one-quarter inch
thick web. The match drilled side plates are made of .100- inch thick
7075-t6- aircraft quality sheet aluminum.-

The capstan bearing supports, were machined from 2024-t3 stock.
Various sizes of extruded tubing Were used to make the pressure roller
spring carrier and the drop in take up system components. Standard
inch-S1ze ball bearings were used for the take-up roller system.

All components were bolted together using aircraft bolts and self
locking nuts.

Protective housings fbr the belt area and the meter case were
fabricated from one-eighth inch= thick, mahogany plywood and finished
in- wrinkle enamel :._ Aluminum parts were left,hatural.

-Operation-. A -sandwich compOsed-of, 7rindh- reeIS -cif magnetic tape-
and- -feltE,c-oVered=wooden spacers assembled on- _the ifive_s-ixteenths-

. inch -diameter supply shaft_ -arid= -Eitted=-onto the =machine_. _Eadh- of the
tape-ends is threaded= acriess-the-approptiate _guide--:path- and' the
-pressure= art is lowered dInte:_pOsitien :to =held:the- tapes into= place,_ '

but =not te- lock-. A- -drop of rubb-er = cement is__placed- on- the ihub--of
-each= 4-inch= take=up reel es_ ft iS--=praced: into =i=ts- take -up slot., The',
tape -end= is toudh-ed---onto- the -rubber cement _and_ _the- reel is_ totated-ky:
=hand- to secure the -tape o the reel:. :After _an: -the itake=.up- reels -_haVe-
been- dropped- Into-:place I the overhead reel roller arm is- dropped into
place _to= keep the- _reels- -fromt-ouncing. The master -tape= which :has- -beek
recorded at 3 314. -i.p_,s_. and; is_ Vo-Und -tail out is =placed =on =the master
supply -motor shaft and past the pl=ayback head and -over to the
tape=up reel,_ -where _it is secured. The- pressure roller- arm is then

, levered' down- =into- -the lOcked:_position:_and= the start -button- is pressed =.--After the -mach-ine has stopped automatically, the pressure arm -lock Is
=released -by deflecting the release -arm. The pressure -arm is left just
toff the -lock poSttion- in-order to=- keep= =the -tapes im-position-. The
Overhead= reel roller -arm- is lifted into the retracted_position, and
the reeIS are removed the tape- is parted -with= a- pair of Scissors.
Sin-ce the =thastar was _placed- on- -the -Machine =tail out,_ =the copies do not
have- to.-be rewound= and=_are ready to -be =played'.

CONCLUSION

While -the first model works quite well and' produces' excellent copies,
it would be desirable in a second-generation machine to:

1. -Incorporate- the -same -basic -drop in- load-ing -Systein: for supply
reels- as -well as take=up._

2. Increase the take-up reel system to acomodate up- to 7-inch
diameter reels.
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3. Reduce.the number of copy channels to around six.

4. Install stereo heads for increased usage.

5. Place:the drive motor in back of the take -up -area to give more

porn for loading.

6. Use thicker teflon-sheets in the-pressure roller bearings.

All the principal engineering decisions of this effort have proven
to be basically correct and no major operational flaws have shown up.
Lessons learned on -this machine will be reflected in future design's
of other duplicators,

R
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